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Bulk food
distribution

P2207R3G+

Hot-line / cold-line / mixed
Hot holding and regeneration trolley for bulk distribution with GN1/1
containers.
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Equipments
- «Double flow» built-in refrigerating unit, protected from external
impacts
- Trolley all in stainless 18/10 (interior and exterior)
- All around bumper in non marking polyethylene
- Ergonomic handles
- Top rails on 3 sides
- Easy cleaning (tank with a 3,5% slope)
- Easy progamming of operating hours, automatic and manual mode
- Keeps food at correct temperatures for one hour once the trolley
is disconnected and the doors are closed
- Serving hatch with sneeze guard

Optional extras
- Heated top
- Holder for GN1/3 containers
- Holder for cutlery and condiments
- Holder for menu label
- Bin holder
- Light Pack with battery
- Corner end panel
- Side lift-up end panel
- Telescopic towing system
- Towing by cross bars
- Side and front braking system
- Decorated panel that can be changed
- Six 160 mm or 200 mm diameter wheels
- Clear-up kit
- Traceability system
- Removable power cable

Dimensions
Length / Width / Height
Working height

1 460 x 720 x 1 040 mm
975 mm

Capacity
7 hot levels GN1/1 - Usable space
7 cold levels GN1/1 - Usable space
Equipments
4 wheels diam. 160 mm, in a diamond shape
Electrical features
Heating power
Power refrigeration unit
Total power
Amperage 400V 3ph
Amperage 230V 1ph

3,2 KW
480 W
3,6 KW
7A
16 A
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